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Abstract

The study attempts to answer various questions about electronic crimes, and those related to common morals as well as their impacts on the individual and society. The study also explores the relation with Gulf rules and laws. The study also aims at evaluating society role in confronting such crimes through the development of moral constraints including proposals to activate such roles.

Through reviewing the literature and analyzing the questionnaire results, the questions of the study were answered. The most important answers were:

Electronic crime offences are new deeds covering the whole world through using the techniques of computer, networks, and modern technological means of communication such as cell phones. They vary in their kinds and nature like crimes of privacy, violation piracy, electronic espionage, theft of credit card numbers, destruction, money laundering, initiating hostile sites or those or fomenting violence, sabotage and electronic terrorism, as well as starting pornographic sites to disseminate vice, visiting to suspect sites and networks, or exercising swindling, fraud, deceit, lying and illicit trade.

The results also included a number of proposals for punitive rules to deter crimes. The study also provided recommendations for activating the roles of institutions of society in facing of cyber crime, and operational mechanism to achieve this through a suggested applicable project.
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